
North Downs New Pilots Programme 
 

North Downs welcomes beginners. Give flying a try. If you like it, join the Club and our New 
Pilots Programme, which aims to provide a clear framework to get you started as a model 
pilot – whatever your budget, schedule and preferences.     

Give flying a try 
 

Try before you buy – you will probably love flying but it may not be for you: 

 Option 1: get yourself a model flight simulator. Not quite the same as flying a model but 
gives you a pretty good idea. Remains useful for practice /  bad weather / just for fun. 
 

 Option 2: try flying at North Downs. You can have three trial sessions with us before 
joining the Club or the BMFA.   
Contact Nick Jackson (email whitstable.nick@outlook.com, text / phone 07879654863) 
to arrange a go on the Club trainer with a buddy box1. 

Or do both! 
 

Join the Club and the New Pilots Programme 
 

To continue flying with us after your three trial sessions, you will need to join, to get help from 
experienced members and (at some point) to get equipment:  
 

1. To join 
 

North Downs members are required to join the BMFA2 as well as the Club. For 2019, 
BMFA  fees are £38 and Club fees £90. Contact Nick Jackson (email 
whitstable.nick@outlook.com, text / phone 07879654863) 
 
 

2. To get help from experienced members 
 

We’re a friendly bunch and most members will give help or advice if asked (or without 
being asked if there is a safety issue). But the New Pilots Programme has two particular 
roles: 
 

(a) Mentor 
Each new pilot is assigned one identified experienced member to take primary 
responsibility for their support. Your Mentor will advise on your training and equipment 
and let you know how much support they are (and are not!) available to give.  
 

                                                           
1
 Two transmitters are used – the Instructor will take control as necessary. 

2
 BMFA = ‘British Model Flying Association’. This provides insurance and other services and represents model 

flying nationally and internationally.  All or nearly all clubs require BMFA membership. 
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(b)  Flightline Instructor 
Flightline Instructors are a pool of experienced members who have volunteered to help 
out new pilots. You are not allowed to fly without an Instructor on the flight line with 
you3.  It’s great when  your Mentor can act as your Instructor but there will be times 
when you want to fly and they are not available and you will need another Instructor to 
take you up.   
 

Bear in mind that Mentors and Flightline Instructors are unpaid volunteers  who want to 
build and fly their own models as well as to help you! Bear in mind also that planes do 
sometimes suffer damage, especially during training and even with an Instructor.  Your 
Mentor will be happy to advise but any repairs are your responsibility, not the Mentor’s 
or Instructor’s, even if the Instructor was flying. 
 
 

3. To get equipment 
 

You may want to use the Club Trainer but will probably want to buy your own equipment 
once you’ve decided to join.  We recommend a decent-sized 4-channel electric power 
trainer. Several recent new fliers would recommend the E-FLite Apprentice package.  
 
Contact your Mentor before buying – this is something best discussed with them.  You 
can waste a lot of money buying unsuitable gear.  

 

                                                           
3
 You can discuss going solo with your Mentor. This will normally be when you get your BMFA A Certificate.  


